
Software Engineer with proven professional
experience in large-scales projects, helping
maintain and create a better code base, leveraging
exceptional soft skills to promote a positive team
environment and healthy discussions.

SKILLS

Technologies
HTML & CSS
JavaScript & TypeScript
AWS (CI/CD)
REST / GraphQL APIs

Frameworks & Libraries
React (Next.js & Gatsby)
Zustand, Redux
TailwindCSS, SASS/SCSS, Styled components
Jest & Cypress (E2E & Unit Testing)

LANGUAGES

Portuguese, English

EDUCATION

Web Development
@Citeforma

2014 – 2015 | Lisbon, Portugal

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Frontend Developer
@TeaPayment

Jun 2020 – present | Lisbon, Portugal

Contributed to the development of an investment 
platform (ibanwallet.com) utilizing ReactJS, 
TypeScript and Redux. My role in this high-traffic 
platform included adding new features 
(investment flows & user authentication), as well 
as rewriting legacy code and implementing Unit 
Tests utilizing Jest, and E2E tests with Cypress.

Alongside this platform, participated in the 
development of a backoffice portal to manage the 
users, which was heavily integrated with the 
database developed by our backend team. 
Through my work on both projects, I gained 
experience consuming APIs to display and edit 
data.

Took the lead on the creation of a landing page 
(safebrok.com) for other products introduced by 
the company. This website, while primarily static, 
was also powered by a CMS for its' blog section. I 
designed data models for the CMS' API, as well as 
consuming and displaying the information on the 
website. To deliver the project, I also created an 
automated CI/CD pipeline using Github Actions 
and AWS.

Senior Treatment Coordinator
@Straight Teeth Direct

Jun 2019 – May 2020 | Lisbon, Portugal

•First point of contact for the platform’s user.

•Triage technical issues within the application to 
the respective Product Owner.

•Assist with training and integration of new team 
members.

Customer Support Specialist
@Monese

Apr 2018 – May 2019 | Lisbon, Portugal

•Assist user queries through various channel.

•Implement customer support team’s internal 
database of training material.

•Attend daily standup meetings with the 
development team for upcoming platform 
updates and relay the information to the 
customer support team.

Bruno Santos
Frontend Developer

www.brunosantos.dev

github.com/humbruno

hsbruno1@gmail.com

+351 934 909 065
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